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We propose an improvement to the centisecond TLHMM model (Meziane, 1999) applied to
the sound duration. Indeed, the distribution of the sound duration depends on the speak-
ing rate. An adaptation in a post-processing step is needed. This adaptation is studied by
proposing a model of the speaking rate based on average syllabic duration. The experi-
ments elaborated on a set of BDSONS show the interest of this approach. This work is a
continuation of those by Meziane (1999) and Suaudeau (1994).
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1. Introduction. General phonetic studies consider that the speaking rate of an

utterance is reflected in syllable duration [2]. These studies have shown the existence

of links between the duration of the phonemes and the global duration of the utterance

from which they are extracted [1].

Suaudeau [3] has chosen the average syllabic duration to calculate the speaking

rate, and a simple linear model to describe the influence of the speaking rate over the

duration of phonemes. This model is used in a post-processing step.

Definition 1.1. Letw be an utterance formed by the phonemesφk1 , . . . ,φkε′ , s the

number of syllables in this utterance, and g(τ) the observed duration of the phoneme

φkτ , then the average syllabic duration of this utterance is given by

Syl=
∑ε′
τ=1g(τ)
s

. (1.1)

For each phoneme φkτ , the relation between the duration g(τ) and the quantity

Syl is described by the following linear speaking rate-duration model proposed by

Suaudeau [3]:

g(τ)=αkτ Syl+βkτ +v(τ) τ = 1, . . . ,ε, (1.2)

whereαkτ ,βkτ are the parameters of the linear model (these coefficients are estimated

on the training set; this estimation gives ᾱkτ , β̄kτ ).

v(τ) is a noise process with variance σ 2
kτ , where σ 2

kτ corresponds to the duration

standard variance of the phoneme φkτ .

2. Use of model (1.2) in a post-processing step. To introduce model (1.2) in the

centisecond TLHMM model in a post-processing phase, we have used a procedure

based on the following steps.
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(1) For an utterance w, the recognition with the centisecond TLHMM model gives

a solution w′ constituted by phonemes φk1 , . . . ,φkε′ . If s is the number of syllables

in w′, there exists an integer i such that the number of syllables composing w is

s+i, with −N ≤ i≤N (N is an integer fixed in the experiments). The average syllabic

duration of w is, a priori, given by

Si =
∑ε′
τ=1g(τ)
s+i . (2.1)

(2) For each value of the speaking rate Si, we adjust the parameters of the law of

duration in conformity with the model

g(τ)= ᾱkτ Si+ β̄kτ +v(τ). (2.2)

The new parameters of the law of duration are

µ̄ikτ = ᾱkτ Si+ β̄kτ , σ̄ ikτ = σkτ . (2.3)

(3) After adjusting the parameters of the centisecond TLHMM model, a recognition

by these new parameters is undertaken. For an utterance w, we get 2N+1 solutions

denoted w′
i (i = −N,. . . ,N), where w′

i is associated with the average syllabic dura-

tion Si.
(4) For these 2N+1 solutions two cases exist:

(a) The 2N+1 solutions are identical, we do not do anything.

(b) The 2N+1 solutions are different. To select one of them, we use the three

classic scores [3] (acoustic score, path score, duration score).

As these scores do not give satisfying results, we propose a new score called revised

score, and noted scorerev; it combines the three classic scores,

scorerev =




scoreduration if one of the solutions w′
i verifies

Delta-dura < Delta-acou < Delta-path,

scorepath if one of the solutions w′
i verifies

Delta-dura > Delta-acou > Delta-path,

scoreacous else,

(2.4)

where

Delta-acous= scoreacous
(
w′
i
)−scoreacous

(
w′)

scoreacous
(
w′) ,

Delta-dura= scoreduration
(
w′
i
)−scoreduration

(
w′)

scoreduration
(
w′) ,

Delta-path= scorepath
(
w′
i
)−scorepath

(
w′)

scorepath
(
w′) ,

(2.5)

scoreacous(w′): acoustic score of the path associated with w′,
scoreduration(w′): duration score of the path associated with w′,
scorepath(w′): path score of the path associated with w′.
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Table 3.1. Rate of errors for the different scores.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Without duration 4.62% 8.61% 10.56%

Centisecond TLHMM 1.54% 3.06% 4.17%

Acoustic score 1.28% 2.5% 3.61%

Path score 0.85% 2.78% 3.89%

Duration score 2.14% 2.78% 4.17%

Score-rev 2.14% 2.22% 3.89%

2.1. Likelihood of the observation sequence. Lety1,y2, . . . ,yT be the observations

generated by the centisecond TLHMM model associated with the phonetic sequence

(∧i
)

1≤i≤ε =
{(
φki ,θi

) | i= 1, . . . ,ε
}
. (2.6)

The likelihood of (y1, . . . ,yT ), taking into account the speaking rate Sp , is given by

the formula

Pr
(
y1, . . . ,yT , d1, . . . ,dε

)

=
∑

ξT

πi1bi1
(
y1
)×


θ2−1∏
n=2

ain−1inbin
(
yn
)

×ϕSp

k1

(
d1
)

×


θ3−1∏

n=θ2

ain−1inbin
(
yn
)

×ϕSp

k2

(
d2
)×···×




T∏

n=θε
ain−1inbin

(
yn
)

×ϕSp

kε

(
dε
)
,

(2.7)

where

(i) ξT is the path of length T associated with the phonetic sequence (∧i)1≤i≤ε.
(ii) ϕSp

k (·) is the law of duration of the phonemeφk taking into account the speak-

ing rate Sp . The mean and the variance of this law are µ̄pk and σ̄ pk , respectively.

(iii) θτ is the temporal index of the first state of the phoneme φkτ .

(iv) dτ is the number of the observations emitted in the phoneme φkτ , dτ =
θτ+1−θτ .

3. Experiments. The vocabulary is composed of 20 numbers (0–19) extracted from

the database “BDSONS.” The experiments are achieved on three groups of speakers.

The first group is composed of 13 male speakers, and the second one of 20 speakers

(male, female), the third group is composed of the same speakers as the second group,

but with different utterances.

The acoustic parameters are composed of the first 8 Mel frequency cepstral coeffi-

cients (MFCC).

For N = 1, the results obtained for the different scores are as in Table 3.1.

4. Conclusion. We note that the rate of error in the third group improves when we

take into account the speaking rate. We hope to get good results by developing a new

score which combines more significantly the different scores. Our model is validated

on a corpus formed by utterances not containing enough syllables and pronounced
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in a normal rhythm. We think that an application on a vocabulary composed of poly-

syllabic utterances will show significantly the interest of the introduction of this factor

in the model of automatic speech recognition.
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